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1. Introduction
why we want containers

2. Container Runtimes
not all containers are created equal

3. Summary & Outlook

Agenda
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(Some) Problems in HPC
and how to solve them with Containers
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Mobility of Compute / Portability

as compute resources are versatile
Laptop -> Workstation -> Supercomputer -> Cloud
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User-provided applications
aka UDSS / BYOE

Conflicts in dependencies, legacy environment, ...



Source: https://xkcd.com/1987/
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Sharing is Caring

Driver for Scientific Collaboration



Source: www.critic.co.nz/files/article-3423.jpg + Peltzer et al. (2016). EAGER: efficient ancient genome reconstruction.
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Reproducibility



Introduction
Containers to the rescue!
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Why Containers?

Much could be solved with VMs...
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Performance

Close to bare-metal



An Updated Performance Comparison of
Virtual Machines and Linux Containers

Wes Felter, Alexandre Ferreira, Ram Rajamony, Juan Rubio
IBM Research, Austin, TX

{wmf, apferrei, rajamony, rubioj}@us.ibm.com

Abstract—Cloud computing makes extensive use of virtual
machines (VMs) because they permit workloads to be isolated
from one another and for the resource usage to be somewhat
controlled. However, the extra levels of abstraction involved in
virtualization reduce workload performance, which is passed
on to customers as worse price/performance. Newer advances
in container-based virtualization simplifies the deployment of
applications while continuing to permit control of the resources
allocated to different applications.

In this paper, we explore the performance of traditional
virtual machine deployments, and contrast them with the use of
Linux containers. We use a suite of workloads that stress CPU,
memory, storage, and networking resources. We use KVM as a
representative hypervisor and Docker as a container manager.
Our results show that containers result in equal or better
performance than VMs in almost all cases. Both VMs and
containers require tuning to support I/O-intensive applications.
We also discuss the implications of our performance results for
future cloud architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual machines are used extensively in cloud computing.
In particular, the state-of-the-art in Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) is largely synonymous with virtual machines. Cloud
platforms like Amazon EC2 make VMs available to customers
and also run services like databases inside VMs. Many Plat-
form as a Servive (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS)
providers are built on IaaS with all their workloads running
inside VMs. Since virtually all cloud workloads are currently
running in VMs, VM performance is a crucial component
of overall cloud performance. Once a hypervisor has added
overhead, no higher layer can remove it. Such overheads then
become a pervasive tax on cloud workload performance. There
have been many studies showing how VM execution compares
to native execution [30, 33] and such studies have been a
motivating factor in generally improving the quality of VM
technology [25, 31].

Container-based virtualization presents an interesting al-
ternative to virtual machines in the cloud [46]. Virtual Private
Server providers, which may be viewed as a precursor to cloud
computing, have used containers for over a decade but many
of them switched to VMs to provide more consistent perfor-
mance. Although the concepts underlying containers such as
namespaces are well understood [34], container technology
languished until the desire for rapid deployment led PaaS
providers to adopt and standardize it, leading to a renaissance
in the use of containers to provide isolation and resource con-
trol. Linux is the preferred operating system for the cloud due
to its zero price, large ecosystem, good hardware support, good
performance, and reliability. The kernel namespaces feature
needed to implement containers in Linux has only become
mature in the last few years since it was first discussed [17].

Within the last two years, Docker [45] has emerged as a
standard runtime, image format, and build system for Linux
containers.

This paper looks at two different ways of achieving re-
source control today, viz., containers and virtual machines
and compares the performance of a set of workloads in both
environments to that of natively executing the workload on
hardware. In addition to a set of benchmarks that stress
different aspects such as compute, memory bandwidth, mem-
ory latency, network bandwidth, and I/O bandwidth, we also
explore the performance of two real applications, viz., Redis
and MySQL on the different environments.

Our goal is to isolate and understand the overhead intro-
duced by virtual machines (specifically KVM) and containers
(specifically Docker) relative to non-virtualized Linux. We
expect other hypervisors such as Xen, VMware ESX, and
Microsoft Hyper-V to provide similar performance to KVM
given that they use the same hardware acceleration features.
Likewise, other container tools should have equal performance
to Docker when they use the same mechanisms. We do not
evaluate the case of containers running inside VMs or VMs
running inside containers because we consider such double
virtualization to be redundant (at least from a performance
perspective). The fact that Linux can host both VMs and
containers creates the opportunity for an apples-to-apples com-
parison between the two technologies with fewer confounding
variables than many previous comparisons.

We make the following contributions:

• We provide an up-to-date comparison of native, con-
tainer, and virtual machine environments using recent
hardware and software across a cross-section of inter-
esting benchmarks and workloads that are relevant to
the cloud.

• We identify the primary performance impact of current
virtualization options for HPC and server workloads.

• We elaborate on a number of non-obvious practical
issues that affect virtualization performance.

• We show that containers are viable even at the scale
of an entire server with minimal performance impact.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes Docker and KVM, providing necessary background to
understanding the remainder of the paper. Section III describes
and evaluates different workloads on the three environments.
We review related work in Section IV, and finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

Source: Felter et al. (2014). An updated performance comparison of virtual machines and linux containers.

"In general, Docker equals or exceeds KVM 
performance in every case we tested. [...]  

Even using the fastest available forms of par- 
avirtualization, KVM still adds some overhead to 
every I/O operation [...].  

Thus, KVM is less suitable for workloads that are 
latency-sensitive or have high I/O rates. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work, 
An Updated Performance Comparison of Virtual 
Machines and Linux Containers

Zusammenfassung

Container vs. bare-metal: 
Although containers themselves have almost no overhead, Docker is 
not without performance gotchas. Docker volumes have noticeably 
better performance than files stored in AUFS. Docker’s NAT also 
introduces overhead for work- loads with high packet rates.  
These features represent a tradeoff between ease of management and 
performance and should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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Other benefits

Layered Images, ...



“Planned parenthood”

python (latest)
FROM buildpack-deps:jessie

ENV PATH /usr/local/bin:$PATH
[…]

buildpack-deps:jessie
FROM buildpack-deps:jessie-scm
RUN set -ex; apt-get update; \

[…]

buildpack-deps:jessie-scm
FROM buildpack-deps:jessie-curl

RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y \
[…]

buildpack-deps:jessie-curl
FROM debian:jessie

RUN apt-get update && apt-get install -y \
[…]

debian:jessie
FROM scratch

ADD rootfs.tar.xz
CMD ["bash"]



Configuration

Application

OpenMP

MPI

Compiler

Linux
”Flavor”

OpenFoam v3.0+

OpenMP 3.0

OpenMPI

GCC 4.7

CentOS

OpenMP 4.0

MPICH

GCC 4.8

Debian

OpenFoam v1706

OpenMP 4.5

MPICHv2

GCC 4.9

Ubuntu

Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Configuration n

OpenFoam v1612+

Mix and Match (3x3x3x3x3xn)



So...

Source: http://cdn.meme.am/instances/53646903.jpg
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• 2000, BSD
• Expanded (much older) 
chroot to isolate
processes

Jails

• 2002, Linux
• initial work on mount

namespace
• 2006 additional 

namespaces

Namespaces • 2005, Linux
• Linux Kernel Patches
• part of functionality now

in namespaces

Vserver + 
OpenVZ

• 2005, Solaris
• x86, SPARC
• Later „branded zones“

Zones • 2006, Linux
• „process groups“ 

renamed to „control
groups“

• limit resource usage of
a collection of processes

Cgroups

• 2008, Linux
• Combination of cgroups

+ namespaces

LXC • 2013, Linux
• Initially based on LXC
• Switched to libcontainer

Docker

• 2015, Linux
• Started as an 

alternative to Docker

CoreOS/rkt

Hypervisor-based virtualization
1999 VMware Workstation 1.0
2001 ESX 1.0 & GSX 1.0
2003 Xen 1st public release
2006 KVM (2.6.10)

Evolution of OS-level virtualization

HPC Container Runtimes
2015 Charliecloud (Jun)
2015 Shifter (Aug)
2016 Singularity 1.0 (Apr)
2016 udocker (Jul)
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Built on existing technology
already included in the Linux Kernel



Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sK5i-N34im8 &&
https://de.slideshare.net/jpetazzo/cgroups-namespaces-and-beyond-what-are-containers-made-from-dockercon-europe-2015
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Container = Namespaces + cgroups

▶ Both Kernel features – „Containers“ use these + some „glue“ around it
– Namespaces : certain sub systems ns-aware – isolated operation
– Cgroups: certain resources controlable – limits for resource usage

Namespace Description
pid Process ID

net Network Interfaces, Routing 
Tables, …

ipc Semaphores, Shared Memory, 
Message Queues

mnt Root and Filesystem Mounts

uts Hostname, Domainname

user UserID and GroupID

Controller Description
blkio Access to block devices

cpu CPU time

devices Device access

memory Memory usage

net_cls Packet classification

net_prio Packet priority



Container Runtimes
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„Enterprisy“
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▶ Aim at running shiploads of containers on one host
– Microservices vs HPC
– HPC is not the typical use case for Enterprise Container Runtimes. Sadly.

▶ Isolate the host (and other containers) from the container
– As much encapsulation as possible + namespaces everywhere
– Make use of additional Linux security features
• Seccomp, MAC (SELinux, AppArmor), ...

– Runs best at current distro

▶ (Often) Implement a wide range of features
– such as OCI compatibility, Live Migration, ...

Common features – Enterprise Container Runtimes
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Docker
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Source: https://www.docker.com/what-docker

It depends...
on the time

Engine -> Company -> Platform

What is Docker?
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▶ THE container platform of choice for enterprise use
▶ Complete ecosystem acround containers

▶ Started the current container hype
– Used by many scientists in the first place
– Sadly low number of Docker installations on compute resources

▶ Common arguments:
– Could lead to privilege escalation in case of direct access to the cmdline
– Hard to integrate with HPC stuff (MPI, Scheduling, ...)

▶ But: Docker is no longer the monolith it was long considered and feared

Key facts - Docker

Docker and HPC:
Relationship status: it‘s complicated
Started the container hype, but...
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runC / containerd
Effort to break Docker into smaller reusable parts
Docker >= 1.11 is based on runC and containerd

The monolith days are over



Source: https://blog.docker.com/2016/04/docker-engine-1-11-runc/
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▶ runC - low-level container runtime / executor
– CLI tool for spawning + running containers
– Implementation of the OCI specification
– Built on Libcontainer (performs the container isolation primitives for the OS)
– Can be integrated into other systems – does not require a daemon
– But not really end-user friendly
– possibility to run containers without root privileges („rootless“)

▶ Given to the OCI (Open Container Initiative)
– Founded 2015 by Docker and others. 40+ members
– Aims to establish common standards and avoid potential fragmentation
– Two specifications for interoperability: Runtime + Image (Both supported)

runC

Links: https://github.com/opencontainers/runc && https://opensource.com/life/16/8/runc-little-container-engine-could && 
https://www.opencontainers.org/
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containerd

Links: https://github.com/docker/containerd/ && https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWuHWfEB6ro && https://www.cncf.io/

▶ Containerd - daemon to control runC
– Sticker says: „small, stable, rock-solid container runtime“

– Can be updated without terminating containers
– Can manage the complete container lifecycle of its host system
• image transfer + storage, container execution + supervision, ...

– Designed to be embedded into a larger system, not directly for end-users

▶ Donated to the CNCF (Cloud Native Computing Foundation) – as is rkt ;)
– Linux Foundation project to accelerate adoption of microservices, containers

and cloud native apps.
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Rocket / rkt
Docker is „fundamentally flawed“

- CoreOS CEO Alex Polvi
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▶ Not a Docker fork
– Started by the disappointed CoreOS team

as Docker moved away from a simple building block to a plattform

▶ Mission: build a top-notch systemd oriented container runtime for Linux
– Not attempting to become another containerization platform
– Reached 1.0 in 02/2016 – production ready? Current: v1.30.0 (Apr 2018)

▶ Features:
– Sticker says „Secure by default“, besides daemon-less including
• Support for executing pods with KVM hypervisor
• SELinux support, signature validation (as in Docker)

– Can run Docker images (-> appc, Docker, OCI)

Key facts - rkt Stage 1 Flavors
fly: a simple chroot only environment.
systemd/nspawn: a cgroup/namespace based isolation
environment using systemd, and systemd-nspawn.
kvm: a fully isolated kvm environment.
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▶ Very Linux oriented
– No Windows /  MacOS „version“
• using Docker easier for Devs with tools like “Docker for Mac/Windows“

– Process model is more Linux-like than Docker‘s

▶ 3rd party support:
– Images: worse than Docker, but can run Docker images
– Schedulers (Kubernetes, ...): good

▶ Also project at the CNCF
– Merger unlikely, would rather lead to a third option
• (containerd &OCI compatible runtime + runc)

Key facts II - rkt

Rkt and HPC:
Little interest of the HPC 
community in Rkt. Aware of one
paper so far + few benchmarks.
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LXC/LXD
"Containers which offer an environment as close to possible as the
one you'd get from a VM but without the overhead that comes with

running a separate kernel and simulating all the hardware.“
– LXC Documentation
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▶ Idea for Linux Containers (LXC) started with Linux Vservers

▶ Developers from IBM started the LXC project in 2008, currently led by Ubuntu

▶ Had support for user namespaces ages before Docker ;)

▶ Often considered ‚more complicated to use“

▶ Concept much closer to VMs than Docker
– Operating System containerization vs Application containerization
– Less living the „one application per container“ mantra

Key facts - LXC

LXC and HPC
Yes, people have done that.
But not anymore.
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▶ LXC „hypervisor“, originally developed by Ubuntu

▶ Offers integration with OpenStack

▶ Manages containers through a REST APIs

▶ Like “Docker (engine / containerd) for LXC", with similar command line
flags, support for image repositories and other container management features

Key facts - LXD
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Special Needs



Sources: https://github.com/google/gvisor
https://blog.fefe.de/?ts=a40e855b 



Sources: https://www.usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi16/osdi16-arnautov.pdf + https://sconecontainers.github.io/ 
https://www.heise.de/security/meldung/Spectre-Attacken-auch-auf-Sicherheitsfunktion-Intel-SGX-moeglich-3983848.html

“Anything that passes system calls in and
out super fast will be super slow with this“
Jess Frazelle via https://thenewstack.io/look-scone-secure-containers-linux/
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HPC-focussed
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▶ Aim at running one or few containers on one host
– HPC vs Microservices
– Enterprise is not the typical use case for HPC Container Runtimes.
• At least besides Enterprise HPC

▶ Provide as little isolation as required
– chroot vs namespaces – diff „ls –la /proc/self/ns/“ on host +in „container“
– Goal: blur the lines between host and container (network, storage, ...)

▶ Cgroups usually unused – „we leave this to the scheduler“

▶ (Sometimes) rely on Docker image build tools + process
▶ Runtimes usually not OCI container runtime compliant
▶ Image caches usually on a shared FS (vs per-node)
▶ Fewer contributers, less LoCs

Common features – HPC Container Runtimes
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Singularity
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▶ Developed by Gregory Kurtzer (et al.) at LNBL in 2015
– “Developed from necessity, ... And demand, threats and bribes“
– “100s of HPC resources“, „millions of HPC jobs“/day
– Latest stable release 2.4.5 (March 2018) – 3.0 later this year
– High media coverage

▶ Now commercially backed by Sylabs
– Community Edition
– Pro Edition 
• supportable snapshots
• backports of security and big fixes

▶ Starting to adress the Enterprise HPC market
• Native support by several Clouds

Key facts - Singularity

Hub available: https://singularity-hub.org/- NOT https://singularityhub.com/ 
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▶ Design goals:
– Support for production (aka older ;)) distibutions + kernels
– Image based on single file – no layers
– No changes in architecture + workflow required to use Singularity
– Maintain user credential (inside user == outside user != root)

• „If you want to be root inside the container, you must first be root outside the container“
– Blurry container/host separation for easy access to host resources

▶ Note: creating new container image requires root privileges – using it not.
– sudo singularity create –size $MB /tmp/IMAGENAME.img
– sudo singularity bootstrap /tmp/IMAGENAME.img myfancyos.def
– vs singularity {shell, exec, run} /tmp/IMAGENAME.img

Key facts II - Singularity

Note: build process differs from the rest, that often rely on Docker toolchain
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▶ How it basically works: privilege escalation using SETUID binary
– Upon container startup the neccessary namspaces are created and the

application within the container is execv()ed.
– Directories +files/devices shared with the container (as defined by admin)

▶ Supported image formats:
– Singularity image (shared FS efficiency: one metadata call) + 3.0: new format
– Squashfs, Directories, Archive Formats, Docker images – different URIs

▶ Note: Discussion: some parts (default Singularity image file format) require SUID 
– „allows unprivileged users to request that the kernel interpret arbitrary data as a FS.“

• Details https://groups.google.com/a/lbl.gov/forum/#!topic/singularity/O2d6ZNYttXc
• Options: use of USER_NS, mitigation by “signed containers“

– Pros and Cons of configuration parameters: http://singularity.lbl.gov/docs-config

Key facts III - Singularity



Source: http://singularity.lbl.gov/docs-security

SetUID: works on all (aging) system, supports all features
USER_NS: some features limited, as well as kernel support
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▶ 3.0 planned for early 2018, rather “later this year” 
– new mayor version due to new image format, “SIF”

▶ OCI runtime compliance -> Kubernetes
▶ Expansion towards enterprise computing arena
▶ Compressed immutable images (instead read write format that emulates FS)
▶ Concept of “data containers”
– Immutable ”base” image + persistent overlays
– Different regions can be checksummed and verified independently
– Cryptographic signing + verification/validation possible due to new SIF

▶ Network NS: virtual IP – but requires privilege escalation
▶ Cgroup support – was considered a feature of the workload manager
▶ Performance monitoring

“Our goal, really, is to make Singularity a feature-full, science enabling platform.”

Roadmap – 3.0 and beyond

More: https://www.hpcwire.com/2017/11/01/sc17-singularity-preps-version-3-0-nears-1m-containers-served-daily/
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Abstract

Here we present Singularity, software developed to bring containers and reproducibility to

scientific computing. Using Singularity containers, developers can work in reproducible envi-

ronments of their choosing and design, and these complete environments can easily be cop-

ied and executed on other platforms. Singularity is an open source initiative that harnesses

the expertise of system and software engineers and researchers alike, and integrates seam-

lessly into common workflows for both of these groups. As its primary use case, Singularity

brings mobility of computing to both users and HPC centers, providing a secure means to

capture and distribute software and compute environments. This ability to create and deploy

reproducible environments across these centers, a previously unmet need, makes Singular-

ity a game changing development for computational science.

Introduction

The landscape of scientific computing is fluid. Over the past decade and a half, virtualization
has gone from an engineering toy to a global infrastructure necessity, and the evolution of
related technologies has thus flourished. The currency of files and folders has changed to appli-
cations and operating systems. The business of Supercomputing Centers has been to offer scal-
able computational resources to a set of users associated with an institution or group [1]. With
this scale came the challenge of version control to provide users with not just up-to-date soft-
ware, but multiple versions of it. Software modules [2, 3], virtual environments [4, 5], along
with intelligently organized file systems [6] and permissions [7] were essential developments
to give users control and reproducibility of work. On the administrative side, automated builds
and server configuration [8, 9] have made maintenance of these large high-performance com-
puting (HPC) clusters possible. Job schedulers such as SLURM [10] or SGE [11] are the meta-
phorical governors to control these custom analyses at scale, and are the primary means of
relay between administrators and users. The user requires access to consume resources, and
the administrator wants to make sure that the user has the tools and support to make the most
efficient use of them.
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▶ Developed at NERSC and was initially announced in August 2015
– Initially tested on Cray (XC30), Users: NERSC, CSCS, ...
– OpenSource, no commercial offering so far
– Current version: 18.03.0 (April 2018)

▶ How it basically works:
– Takes a Docker Hub Image 
– Produces a tarball or unpacked tree
• (available on a shared FS)

– Creates a loop device with the images
– Runs application in a chrooted env.
• -> user credentials + privileges
• „as on the host“ behaviour

Key facts - Shifter

Source: http://www.nersc.gov/research-and-development/user-defined-images/
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Key facts II - Shifter

Source: Benedicic et al.: Shifter : Fast and consistent HPC workflows using containers (CUG 2017)

▶ Container is instantiated by two sources: 
– SW env from the image + host-specific resources

▶ Provides transparent access to specialized hardware
– Bind-mounting host-specific libraries (CUDA, MPI, ...)

▶ Integrates well with resource managers (SLURM, ...)

▶ Image workflow:
– Build Docker image (Laptop, WS, ...) + test locally
– Push image to Dockerhub
– Pull image into HPC system
– Deploy container using Shifter
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Abstract—Container-based computed is rapidly changing the
way software is developed, tested, and deployed. This paper
builds on previously presented work on a prototype framework
for running containers on HPC platforms. We will present a de-
tailed overview of the design and implementation of Shifter, which
in partnership with Cray has extended on the early prototype
concepts and is now in production at NERSC. Shifter enables end
users to execute containers using images constructed from various
methods including the popular Docker-based ecosystem. We will
discuss some of the improvements over the initial prototype
including an improved image manager, integration with SLURM,
integration with the burst buffer, and user controllable volume
mounts. In addition, we will discuss lessons learned, performance
results, and real-world use cases of Shifter in action. We will also
discuss the potential role of containers in scientific and technical
computing including how they complement the scientific process.
We will conclude with a discussion about the future directions
of Shifter.

Keywords-Docker; User Defined Images; Shifter; containers;
HPC systems

I. INTRODUCTION

Linux containers are poised to transform how developers
deliver software and have the potential to dramatically improve
scientific computing. Containers have gained rapid adoption
in the commercial and web space, but its adoption in the
technical computing and High-Performance Computing (HPC)
space has been hampered. In order to unlock the potential of
Containers for this space, we have developed Shifter. Shifter
aims to deliver the flexibility and productivity of container
technology like Docker [1], but in a manner that aligns with
the architectural and security constraints that are typical of
most HPC centers and other shared resource providers. Shifter
builds on lessons learned and previous work such as CHOS
[2], MyDock, and User Defined Images [3]. In this paper,
we will provide some brief background on containers. Next
we will provided an overview of the Shifter architecture
and details about its implementation and some of the design
choices. We will present benchmark results that illustrate how
Shifter can improve performance for some applications. We
will conclude with a general discussion of how Shifter includ-
ing how it can help scientists be more productive including
a number of examples where Shifter has already made an
impact.

II. BACKGROUND

Linux containers have gained rapid adoption across the
computing space. This revolution has been led by Docker
and its growing ecosystem of tools such as Swarm, Compose,
Registry, etc. Containers provide much of the flexibility of
virtual machines but with much less overhead [4]. While
containers have seen the greatest adoption in the enterprise
and web space, the scientific community has also recognized
the value of containers [5]. Containers have promise to the
scientific community for a several reasons.

• Container simplify packaging applications since all of the
dependencies and versions can be easily maintained.

• Containers promote transparency since input files like
a Dockerfile effectively document how to construct the
environment for an application or workflow.

• Containers promote collaboration since containers can be
easily shared through repositories like Dockerhub.

• Containers aid in reproducibility, since containers poten-
tially be referenced in publications making it easy for
other scientists to replicate results.

However, using standard Docker in many environments
especially HPC centers is impractical for a number of rea-
sons. The barriers include security, kernel and architectural
constraints, scalability issues, and integration with resource
managers and shared resources such as file systems. We will
briefly discuss some of these barriers.

Security: The security barriers are primarily due to
Docker’s lack of fine-grain ACLs and that Docker processes
are typically executed as root. Docker’s current security model
is an all-or-nothing approach. If a user has permissions to
run Docker then they effectively have root privileges on the
host system. For example, a user with Docker access on a
system can volume mount the /etc directory and modify
the configuration of the host system. Newer features like user
namespace may help, but many of the security issues still exist.

Kernel and Architectural Constraints: HPC system are
typically optimized for specific workloads such as MPI ap-
plications and have special OS requirements to support fast
interconnects and parallel file systems. These attributes often
make it difficult to run Docker without some modifications.
For example, many HPC systems lack a local disk. This makes
it difficult although not impossible to run Docker “out of the
box”. Furthermore, HPC systems typically use older kernel
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Abstract—In this work we describe the experiences of
building and deploying containers using Docker and Shifter,
respectively. We present basic benchmarking tests that show
the performance portability of certain workflows as well as
performance results from the deployment of widely used non-
trivial scientific applications. Furthermore, we discuss the
resulting workflows through use cases that cover the container
creation on a laptop and their deployment at scale, taking
advantage of specialized hardware: Cray Aries interconnect
and NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU accelerators.

Keywords-HPC systems, GPU, GPGPU, containers, Docker,
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I. INTRODUCTION

Containers are packaged applications in the form of a
standardized unit of software that is able to run on multiple
platforms. In a nutshell, a container packs a software appli-
cation with its filesystem containing the whole environment
that is needed for its execution, i.e., code, runtime tools, and
software dependencies. At run time, a container will share
the operating system kernel of the host machine allowing
containers to start instantly and have a smaller footprint than
other virtualization technologies like hypervisors [1].

Containers have already had a positive impact on devel-
opers and operations alike as the technology:

• simplifies the work of software developers by stream-
lining application packaging as a portable unit, making
building and testing software easier and faster;

• provides self-contained and isolated applications with a
small footprint and low runtime overheads that results
in software that is easier to distribute and deploy.

The use of containers in High Performance Computing
(HPC) has so far and for the most part been exploratory.
High performance software is traditionally built directly
on the target system in order to take advantage of the
specialized hardware. This and other needs that are particular
to HPC have delayed the adoption of container technologies
within such environments. However, efforts exist to develop
container runtimes that specifically target the needs of HPC.
One such project is Shifter [2], a container runtime tailored
for HPC that has been extended to give executing containers
access to host-specific libraries and tools, also enabling
hardware-accelerated features. The work in [3] shows that
a Docker/Shifter workflow can provide performance porta-
bility, natively supporting Graphic Processing Unit (GPU)

accelerators and fast network interconnects, from a work-
station to an HPC system like Piz Daint. The possibility
of consistently delivering such workflows could truly trans-
form the building, testing, distribution, and deployment of
scientific software, enabling qualitatively better computing
workflows.

Leveraging further into their possibilities, containers could
also be used to provide a complete software stack to solve
a particular problem. Using such specialized containers
enables the delivery of readily-available environments that
provide an HPC-compatible software stack. The users would
quickly extend such containers to match a particular problem
instance directly on their workstations. Such specialized
containers can be valuable to traditional HPC users, but
should be of particular value to other scientific domains,
e.g. data sciences communities.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II gives an overview of the Docker and Shifter
technologies. Section III presents a basic workflow for
building Docker containers and deploying them with Shifter.
Section IV presents a selection of use cases that involve
containers highlighting different user workflows.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section we provide a brief overview of a workflow
that consists of: (1) building and testing containers using a
standard laptop, and then (2) deploying and executing them
on an HPC infrastructure while achieving high-performance.
Since this Section is not meant as an in-depth description of
the technologies that enable these workflows, we refer the
reader to Docker [4] and Shifter [2][3] for a comprehensive
discussion on these topics.

A. Docker

Containers are a type of virtualization that operates at
Operating System (OS) level, abstracting the containerized
application from the hardware over which it is run. To
achieve this, container virtualization interfaces containers
with the host system through OS kernel system calls. The
straightforward benefit of virtualizing at the OS level is that
containerized applications have a low processing overhead
and can run on most Linux-based platforms.

Container virtualization works by packaging an applica-
tion into an image that bundles a software application along

Source: Canon, R. S., & Jacobsen, D. (2016). Shifter : Containers for HPC. Cray User Group 2016. 
Benedicic et al.: Shifter : Fast and consistent HPC workflows using containers
http://www.nersc.gov/research-and-development/user-defined-images/

Paper: Fast + consistend HPC workflows using containers
Provides good examples on how to build images using CUDA + 
MPI and integrate third party images with CUDA (Tensorflow)
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▶ Developed at LANL initial release June 2015
– Got much more attention in 2017
– OpenSource, no commercial offering so far
– Small: 800 lines of code (for reference: rkt ~= 52,000)
– Current Version: v.0.25 (June 2018)

▶ Uses Linux user namespaces to run containers
– No privileged operations or daemon required – most namspaces shared with

host (compare „ls –la /proc/self/ns/“ on host and in container)

▶ Supports Docker images (but needs to be unpacked)
– „or anything else that can generate a standard Linux filesystem tree“
– ch-build, ch-docker2tar, ch-tar2dir, ch-run

Key facts - Charliecloud

More: https://github.com/hpc/charliecloud/
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▶ Recent Linux kernel (CONFIG_USER_NS=y) requirement for User Namspaces
• Attention: RHEL/CentOS 7.4: require kernel cmdline + sysctl
• Building images potentially requires Docker and root access using sudo

▶ „ch-build and many other Charliecloud commands wrap various
privileged docker commands. Thus, you will be prompted for a password to
escalate as needed.“

▶ „Thus far, the workflow has taken place on the build system. The next step is to
copy the tarball to the run system. This can use any appropriate method for
moving files: scp, rsync, something integrated with the scheduler, etc.“

▶ Several host directories are always bind mounted

Key facts II - Charliecloud

More: https://github.com/hpc/charliecloud/
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Linux Containers for Fun and Profit in HPC
R E I D  P R I E D H O R S K Y  A N D  T I M  R A N D L E S

This article outlines options for user-defined software stacks from 
an HPC perspective. We argue that a lightweight approach based on 
Linux containers is most suitable for HPC centers because it provides 

the best balance between maximizing service of user needs and minimizing 
risks. We discuss how containers work and several implementations, includ-
ing Charliecloud, our own open-source solution developed at Los Alamos.

Innovating Faster in HPC
Users of high performance computing resources have always been asking for more, better, 
and different software environments to support their scientific codes. We’ve identified four 
reasons why:

 ◆ Software dependencies not provided by the center. Examples include libraries that are 
 numerous, unusual, or simply newer or older; configuration incompatibilities; and build-
time resources such as Internet access.

 ◆ Portability of environments between resources. For example, it is helpful to have the same 
environment across development and testing workstations, local compute servers for small 
production runs, and HPC resources for large runs.

 ◆ Consistency of environments to promote reproducibility. Examples include validated 
software stacks standardized by a field of inquiry and archival environments that remain 
consistent into the future.

 ◆ Usability and comprehensibility for meeting the above.
These needs for flexibility have been traditionally addressed by sysadmins installing various 
software upon user request; users can then choose what they want with commands such as 
module load. However, only software with high demand justifies the sysadmin effort for 
installation and maintenance. Thus, more unusual needs go unmet, whether innovative or 
crackpot—and it’s hard to tell which is which beforehand. This can create a chicken-and-egg 
problem: a package has low demand because it’s unavailable, and it’s unavailable because it 
has low demand.

This motivates empowerment of users with “bring your own software stack” functionality, 
which we call user-defined software stacks (UDSS). The basic notion is to let users install 
software of their choice, up to and including a complete Linux distribution, and run it on 
HPC resources.

Of course, this approach has drawbacks as well. We’ve identified three potential pitfalls:

 ◆ Security: By introducing very flexible new features, UDSS can expand a center’s attack 
surface, especially if they depend on privileged or trusted functionality.

 ◆ Missing functionality: Separation from the native software stack can interfere with 
features such as file systems, accelerator hardware, and high-speed interconnects that make 
HPC centers interesting and special.

 ◆ Performance: Implementations must take care to avoid introducing overhead that mean-
ingfully impacts performance.
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ABSTRACT
Supercomputing centers are seeing increasing demand for user-
de�ned software stacks (UDSS), instead of or in addition to the stack
provided by the center. These UDSS support user needs such as
complex dependencies or build requirements, externally required
con�gurations, portability, and consistency. The challenge for cen-
ters is to provide these services in a usable manner while minimiz-
ing the risks: security, support burden, missing functionality, and
performance. We present Charliecloud, which uses the Linux user
and mount namespaces to run industry-standard Docker contain-
ers with no privileged operations or daemons on center resources.
Our simple approach avoids most security risks while maintain-
ing access to the performance and functionality already on o�er,
doing so in just 800 lines of code. Charliecloud promises to bring
an industry-standard UDSS user work�ow to existing, minimally
altered HPC resources.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Cloud computing; • Se-
curity and privacy→Operating systems security; • Software
and its engineering → Process management;
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containers, user environments, least privilege
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1 INTRODUCTION
HPC users have always been asking for more, better, and di�erent
software environments to support their scienti�c codes. “Bring
your own software stack” functionality, which we call user-de�ned
software stacks (UDSS),1 is motivated by user needs such as:
1No consensus vocabulary for this or related concepts exists. Alternate terms are�exible
stacks, �exible environments, user-de�ned environments, and user-de�ned images, and
others.
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(N1) Software dependencies that are numerous, complex, unusual,
di�erently con�gured, or simply newer or older than what
is already provided.

(N2) Build-time requirements unavailable within the center, such
as relatively unfettered internet access.

(N3) Validated software stacks and con�guration to meet the stan-
dards of a particular �eld of inquiry.

(N4) Portability of environments between resources, including
workstations and other test/development systems not man-
aged by the center.

(N5) Consistent environments that can be easily, reliably, and veri-
�ably reproduced in the future.

(N6) Usability and comprehensibility.

A further motivation is that HPC users see the exciting things
happening in the outside world and want similar functionality. In
our case, this is public compute clouds such as Amazon’s AWS,2
Google’s Compute Engine,3 andMicrosoft’s Azure,4 as well as open-
source image and container management tools such as Docker.5

Complicating the matter are several potential drawbacks and
di�culties of UDSS:

(D1) Security risks. By introducing very �exible new features,
UDSS can expand a center’s attack surface.

(D2) Support burden. Again due to sharply increased �exibility,
UDSS may increase the cost of system con�guration and/or
user support.

(D3) Missing functionality. Because a UDSS is by de�nition sepa-
rated from the native software stack, implementations can
limit features such as accelerator hardware, �lesystems, and
high-speed interconnects. This is important because it is
these high-end features that make supercomputing centers,
as opposed to business data centers, interesting and special.

(D4) Performance penalty. UDSS implementations can introduce
various type of overhead that negatively impact performance.

These motivations and potential pitfalls suggest three design
goals for an HPC-focused UDSS implementation:

(G1) Provide a standard, inter-operable, and reproducible work-
�ow. (all N, D2)

(G2) Run on existing, minimally modi�ed HPC hardware and
software resources. (all D)

(G3) Be very simple. (N6, D1, D2)

2https://aws.amazon.com
3https://cloud.google.com/compute/
4https://azure.microsoft.com
5https://www.docker.com
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▶ Developed in the context of INDIGO-DataCloud (EU project)
▶ initially released in June 2016
▶ OpenSource, no commercial offering so far
▶ Current version: 1.1.1 (Nov 2017)

▶ Executes docker containers in userspace without requiring root privileges
▶ Supports pull and execute docker containers in batch systems
▶ Doesn‘t require privileges nor deployment of service
– Download + execution by user possible

▶ Container execution: providing a chroot like environment over extracted image
– Proot (default?), Fakechroot, runC, Singularity

Key facts - udocker

More: https://github.com/indigo-dc/udocker
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▶ docker like command line interface
– Supports a subset of docker commands (search, pull, import, export, …)

▶ Deployable by end-user, no privileges for installation and execution
▶ Includes all the required tools (only python as dependency)

▶ Tested with GPGPU and MPI container

▶ Supports new and aged distros: CentOS 6,7; Ubuntu 14,16; ...

▶ Complementary bdocker for integration in batch systems

Key facts II - udocker



Source: GOMES, J., ALVES, L., SEVILLA, J., DAVID, M., PINA, J., & MARTINS, J. (2017). bdocker and udocker - two complementary
approaches for execution of containers in batch systems. EGI Conference 2017 and INDIGO Summit 2017 

The interest on Linux Containers, and more specifically on projects like Docker, have been constantly
growing in IT communities for the past few years. The scientific computing community is no
exception. The promise of deploying and sharing applications in - often pre-built - isolated sandboxes
without all necessary overhead imposed by virtualization techniques is highly attractive. This is
especially the case for scientific computing systems. These systems, very sensitive to software stack
changes and on security matters, must serve demanding users working on very specific runtime
environments, with di�erent – often incompatible - software stacks. This poster presents bdocker
and udocker, two complementary solutions to address the need for container support on batch
system environments. bdocker, aims to enable containers’ execution and management on batch
systems by implementing a client-server architecture that cooperates with the cluster’s resource
manager running two daemons, one on the frontend and one other on each worker node. While the
frontend daemon deals with job submission, user authorization and accounting recording, at the
worker nodes, bdocker daemon acts as a wrapper around conventional Docker installation, ensuring
this way controlled container execution, accounting and job clean up. The second solution, udocker,
provides a user-space lightweight virtualization environment to execute application containers across
systems. All activities within a udocker container are limited to the permissions of the ‘account’
under which it is launched. Therefore, udocker is mostly suitable for user application execution
allowing access to resources including specialized hardware (such as GPUs) and the host network
stack. The current execution engine provides execution of the Docker containers with metadata
interpretation, and provisioning of a user space execution environment based on PROOT which
provides a chroot like environment. Additionally root privileged emulation is supported enabling the
execution of several management operations, including software installation within the containers.

GOMES, Jorge (LIP); ALVES, Luis (LIP)

SEVILLA, Jorge (?); DAVID, Mario (LIP); PINA, Joao (LIP); MARTINS, João
(LIP)

GOMES, Jorge (LIP); ALVES, Luis (LIP)
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Comparison
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self-
compile

virtual
machine Shifter Singularity Docker rkt NsJail Charliecloud

Attribute hypervisor chroot priv. ns. userns* userns* userns userns

Work�ow (G1)

User-de�ned kernel and settings · X · · · · · ·
Use package managers, e.g. apt-get, yum · X X X X X X X

No con�icts with host software · X X X X X X X
Industry-standard image build · · X · X X · X
Reproducible image build · · X X X X · X

Resources (G2)

No privileged or trusted daemons X X · X · X X X
No additional network infrastructure X · X X · X X X
Network �lesystems see no UDSS metadata · X X X X X X X

Direct device access X · X X X X X X
Direct �lesystem access X · X X X X X X
Direct high-speed network access X · X X X X X X

Simplicity (G3)

Implementation language n/a varies C, Python,
C++, sh

C, sh,
Python Go Go C C, sh

Lines of code n/a varies 19,000 11,000 133,000 52,000 4,000 800

No resource manager-speci�c code X X · X X X X X
No communication framework-speci�c code X X X · X · X X

No root operations on center resources X · · · · X X X
No guest supervisor process X · · · · X · X
No cache, con�guration, or other state X · · · · · X X

Table 1: Summary comparison of selected UDSS implementations on attributes driven by our design goals; the sense of boolean
attributes is that a checkmark re�ects themore desirable value. An asterisk indicates that the implementation can use unpriv-
ileged namespaces, but this is not the standard mode. Charliecloud compares favorably on all attributes except the ability to
select a UDSS-speci�c kernel and kernel settings, for which a virtualmachine is needed. Information in this table was gathered
from publications [14], documentation [5, 7, 25, 37], and source code (Shifter commit 9d296ce, Singularity 2.2.1, Docker 17.03.1-
ce, rkt 1.25.0, NsJail commit 730991b, Charliecloud commit 9c03f44). We counted lines with wc, brie�y reviewing each imple-
mentation’s code to count only feature modules, not support code such as tests or the build system.

considered; if not, then simpler solutions are more desirable. The
latter is the space targeted by Charliecloud.

4.4 chroot(2)
chroot(2) is a traditional UNIX system call that changes a process’
�lesystem root [19]. It can be used for UDSS by installing a Linux
distribution into a directory and then chroot(2)ing into that direc-
tory. If the host’s kernel is compatible with the guest distribution,
then this is a simple base upon which to implement an UDSS tool.

This approach has the advantage that host resources are straight-
forward to provide directly, because the guest is using the same
kernel and, with appropriate bind-mounts, has access to the same
devices and �lesystems.

On the other hand, chroot(2) is a privileged system call, so
escalation, privilege dropping [4], and the attack surface must be

managed carefully. Also, chroot(2) has a history of ill-advised
attempts to use it as a security boundary — a role it was never
intended for, as by design it is trivial to escape a chroot [36] —
which can make its politics troublesome.

Shifter14 [14] is a chroot(2)-based e�ort from NERSC to make
UDSS available to HPC users. While still new, Shifter has success-
fully run production codes [13].

Shifter uses Docker to o�er a standard, repeatable image building
work�ow. Once an image is built, the user submits it to an unprivi-
leged but trusted image gateway, which injects con�guration and
binaries, �attens it to an ext4 �lesystem image, and copies this
image to a parallel �lesystem visible from compute nodes. This is a
key innovation, as it insulates the network �lesystem from image
metadata tra�c.

14https://github.com/NERSC/shifter

by talking about the software itself. Singularity is the first of its kind to be easy for both users
and administrators, and was developed in collaboration by HPC administrators, developers
and research scientists alike. We started our work aiming to solve the problem of a lack of
reproducible, portable environments for science. Our hypothesis was that we could invent
data structures and accompanying methods in a software package to make this possible. We
have validated our work in the most powerful manner possible—installation and extensive use
after detailed review by supercomputer centers globally. Singularity represents a direct imple-
mentation to demonstrate the validity of this novel scientific idea. We will focus our discussion
on solving these problems and usage, and it will be followed by a comparison of Singularity to
other Linux containers that do not address the problem fully. Finally, we will provide forward
thinking about how Singularity fits in with this continually changing landscape.

The problems that singularity solves

This section will briefly overview a selection of problems that Singularity aims to solve. We
start with a comparison to currently existing solutions, followed by how Singularity addresses
concerns with these approaches, and then example use cases of such problems.

Available container solutions

While several software management solutions exist that provide flexibility and customization,
including environment modules [3] for Linux environments in production (CHOS) [38], our
focus will be on container solutions that house not just modular software, but potentially entire
systems. We provide an overview of our comparison of the leading container technologies in
(Table 1), which has been extended and adopted from [30]. As it is the case that technologies

Table 1. Container comparison.

Singularity Shifter Charlie Cloud Docker

Privilege model SUID/UserNS SUID UserNS Root Daemon

Supports current production Linux distros Yes Yes No No

Internal image build/bootstrap Yes No* No* No***
No privileged or trusted daemons Yes Yes Yes No

No additional network configurations Yes Yes Yes No

No additional hardware Yes Maybe Yes Maybe

Access to host filesystem Yes Yes Yes Yes**
Native support for GPU Yes No No No

Native support for InfiniBand Yes Yes Yes Yes

Native support for MPI Yes Yes Yes Yes

Works with all schedulers Yes No Yes No

Designed for general scientific use cases Yes Yes No No

Contained environment has correct perms Yes Yes No Yes

Containers are portable, unmodified by use Yes No No No

Trivial HPC install (one package, zero conf) Yes No Yes Yes

Admins can control and limit capabilities Yes Yes No No

In addition to the default Singularity container image, a standard file, Singularity supports numerous other formats described in the table. For each format

(except directory) the suffix is necessary for Singularity to identify the image type.

*relies on Docker

**with security implications

***depends on upstream

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177459.t001

Singularity: Scientific containers for mobility of compute

PLOS ONE | https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0177459 May 11, 2017 4 / 20
Source: Preidhorsky and Randles: Charliecloud: Unprivileged Containers for User-Defined Software Stacks in HPC 
Kurztzer et al.:  Singularity: Scientific containers for mobility of compute

Note: While these overviews are useful:
• These feature comparisons can be biased
• Might even be inaccurate
• Features may change with version
• Docker “Monolith“ != Docker runc
• Pay attention to negations



Source: Dernat: What a place for containers in the HPC world http://devlog.cnrs.fr/_media/jdev2017/dev2017_p8_rdernat_short.pdf
Docker vs Singularity vs Shifter in an HPC environment http://geekyap.blogspot.com/2016/11/docker-vs-singularity-vs-shifter-in-hpc.html

12

Comparison features table of Docker-like secure techs

Features Docker-ee ($) udocker Shifter Singularity Charliecloud

Need a 
daemon

Yes No No No No

Permissions 
management

Yes Not needed Not needed Not needed Not needed

cgroups Yes No Yes No No

Analyze 
images 
content

Yes (advanced 
edition ($$))

No Yes / Partial No No

Access to the 
host devices

Yes (--device 
option)

No No Yes Yes

True mapping 
of UIDs

No Not for root Not for root Yes No

All can be 
done from user

No (The admin 
needs to set 
permissions)

Yes Yes (but it 
needs a 
gateway)

Yes (except 
bootstrap 
which requires  
root rights (*))

No

HPC ready No Yes (with some 
limitations)

Yes (and only 
for it (**))

Yes Yes

(*) Can be done on a local machine and then transferred to the 
executing machine.
(**) it needs the corresponding infrastructure.

Rémy Dernat – CNRS - ISE-M
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runc Charliecloud Shifter Singularity udocker

Started by Docker Inc. LANL NERSC LBNL INDIGO [1]

Initial Release 16.07.2015 16.06.2015 12.12.2015 15.04.2016 27.06.2016

Contributors 237 9 11 63 6

Commits 3,623 489 1,712 4,503 320

Releases 17 7 5 19 8

License Apache-2.0 Apache-2.0 Modified BSD 3-clause BSD Apache-2.0

GitHub stats – as of 26.06.2018

[1] INDIGO-DataCloud Project, funded
under the Horizon2020 EU program
[2] as of 16.04.2017

| 206 [2]

| 3,166

| 15

| 34 [2]

| 2,048

| 7

| 9 [2]

| 1,408

| 2

Summary:
Docker runc: ~„stable“
Singularity: strong growth
Charliecloud, Shifter, udocker: fewer
contributors



Outlook + Summary



Source: https://i1.wp.com/filippodegasperi.it/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/preveggente-concorso-e1511304028132.png 
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Singularity: Docker for HPC?



Source: https://thinkr.fr/wp-content/uploads/back-to-the-future-docker.jpg

CONTAINERIZED



{"user": "docker123321", "name": "tomcat", "namespace":
"docker123321", "repository_type": "image", "status": 1,
"description": "", "is_private": false, "is_automated": false,
"can_edit": false, "star_count": 0, "pull_count": 281646,
"last_updated": "2017-07-25T04:56:46.241594Z", "build_on_cloud":
null, "has_starred": false, "full_description": null,
"affiliation": null, "permissions": {"read": true, "write":
false, "admin": false}}
https://hub.docker.com/v2/repositories/docker123321/tomcat/ 03.10.17

Source: https://www.heise.de/security/meldung/5-Millionen-Mal-heruntergeladen-Boesartige-Docker-Container-schuerfen-Monero-4079414.html
https://github.com/docker/hub-feedback/issues/1121
https://www.fortinet.com/blog/threat-research/yet-another-crypto-mining-botnet.html
https://kromtech.com/blog/security-center/cryptojacking-invades-cloud-how-modern-containerization-trend-is-exploited-by-attackers
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▶ Container virtualization can solve many HPC problems

▶ Not all Containers are created equal

▶ For (non-HPC) enterprise the race is over:
– Docker + Kubernetes (OpenShift, ...), unless...

▶ For HPC the race is still running
– But Singularity has a significant headstart
– How about runhpc from Docker?
– What do YOU and your users need?

Executive Summary
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▶ Tensorflow - so hot right now
– https://i.imgflip.com/12i14k.jpg

▶ You get a container - everyone gets a container
– https://memegenerator.net/img/instances/73461503/you-get-a-container-everyone-gets-a-

container.jpg
▶ Worked fine in DEV - OPS problem now

– https://blogs.gartner.com/richard-watson/files/2015/05/Worked-Fine-In-Dev-Ops-Problem-Now.jpg
▶ Say works on my machine one more time

– https://img.devrant.com/devrant/rant/r_566074_HLoe9.jpg
▶ Sharing is Caring

– https://i.imgflip.com/ts3sk.jpg
▶ I find your lack of reproducibility Disturbing

– https://memegenerator.net/img/instances/40904002.jpg
▶ This is what happens Larry when you use different package versions

– https://pbs.twimg.com/media/DG8KjHYXgAAnPI2.jpg

Sources – Memes
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▶ Namespaces Namespaces everywhere
– https://imgflip.com/i/2cx48p

▶ Docker all the things
– http://atlassianblog.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/docker-all-the-things.png

▶ Docker Resistance is futile
– https://i.imgur.com/miBmupw.png

▶ In the future everything is dockerized
– https://thinkwhere.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/docker_future-e1468491725978.jpg

▶ Say Docker one more time
– https://cdn-images-1.medium.com/max/800/1*XyJyNE4XquojVNX0uIHXZA.jpeg

▶ Docker has Layers
– https://s3.amazonaws.com/media-p.slid.es/uploads/597841/images/3145657/64013728.jpg

▶ In the future everything will be dockerized II
– https://thinkr.fr/wp-content/uploads/back-to-the-future-docker.jpg

Sources – Memes II



BACKUP
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Check for namespaces



runC: shares cgroup NS (as all)
rkt: shares only user NS
udocker: all NS shared – verify with top/ps + 
count processes (!!!). Uses proot in this example
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udocker in use
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▶ Installation:
– curl https://raw.githubusercontent.com/indigo-dc/udocker/master/udocker.py > 

udocker && chmod u+rx ./udocker && ./udocker install

▶ Installation / Content on disk(output strongly truncated!):
holgrrr@thinkpad:~$ find .udocker/
.udocker/lib/libfakechroot-Ubuntu-16-x86_64.so
.udocker/bin/proot-arm
.udocker/bin/patchelf-x86_64
.udocker/layers/sha256:a3ed95caeb02ffe68cdd9fd84406680ae93d633cb16422d00e8a7c22955b4
6d4
.udocker/containers/eaa4c766-c19e-3c05-9a01-e3320f24c25e/ROOT/lib/libssl.so.44
.udocker/containers/eaa4c766-c19e-3c05-9a01-e3320f24c25e/ROOT/lib/apk/db
[...]

In use - udocker
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holgrrr@thinkpad:~$ udocker run alpine
Downloading layer: 
sha256:ff3a5c916c92643ff77519ffa742d3ec61b7f591b6b7504599d95a4a41134e28
Downloading layer: 
sha256:a3ed95caeb02ffe68cdd9fd84406680ae93d633cb16422d00e8a7c22955b46d4  
******************************************************************************
*                                                                            *
*               STARTING eaa4c766-c19e-3c05-9a01-e3320f24c25e                * 
*                                                                            *  
******************************************************************************  
executing: sheaa4c766# id
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=4(adm),24(G24),27(video),30(readproc),46(G46),[…]
Eaa4c766#

# Host view:
holgrrr@thinkpad:~$ ps aux |grep alpine
holgrrr 3650  0.5  0.0  56648 15904 pts/0    S    20:57   0:00 python
/home/holgrrr/bin/udocker run alpine
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Docker Security



Sources: https://blog.jessfraz.com/posts/docker-containers-on-the-desktop.html | https://news.ycombinator.com/item?id=9086751



Even more...

↑Provision Mode | Operation Mode ↓

Source: VHPC16: Gantikow et al.
Providing Security in Container-based HPC Runtime Environments

+ fully unprivileged containers with runc („rootless“)
+ Phase 2 User Namespaces on the way
(uid/gid mapping per user, not daemon)



Source: https://docs.docker.com/engine/security/seccomp/#significant-syscalls-blocked-by-the-default-profile
@Rkt: https://coreos.com/rkt/docs/latest/seccomp-guide.html



Rooting out Root:
User namespaces in Docker

Phil Estes
Senior Technical Staff Member, Open Technologies, IBM Cloud

ContainerCon 2015

@estesp

estesp@gmail.com

Why user namespaces?

Security

Currently, by default, 
the user inside the 
container is root; 
more specifically uid 
= 0, gid = 0.  If a 
breakout were to 
occur, the container 
user is root on the 
host system.

Multitenancy

Sharing Docker 
compute resources 
among more than 
one user requires 
isolation between 
tenants.  Providing 
uid/gid ranges per 
tenant will allow for 
this separation.

User Accounting

Any per-user 
accounting 
capabilities are 
useless if everyone is 
root.  Specifying 
unique uids enables 
resource limitations 
specific to a 
user/uid. 

ContainerCon 2015

3

Added Security

4

ContainerCon 2015

$ docker run -v /bin:/host/bin -ti busybox /bin/sh

/ # id
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=10(wheel)
/ # cd /host/bin
/host/bin # mv sh old
mv: can't rename 'sh': Permission denied
/host/bin # cp /bin/busybox ./sh
cp: can't create './sh': File exists

Host root ≠ Container root

ContainerCon 2015

So where are we now?

User namespace support in Linux kernel 3.8 (early 2013)

User namespace support in Go 1.4 (December 2014)

User namespace support in libcontainer (February 2015)

22

User Namespace Status

◉ Namespace sharing/ordering details & design are resolved; 
implementation/changes underway in runC and libnetwork

> runC hooks PR: https://github.com/opencontainers/runc/pull/160 

> libnetwork tracker: https://github.com/docker/libnetwork/issues/429 

◉ “Phase 1” user namespace implementation (remapped root 
per daemon instance) targeted for Docker 1.9

> tracking issue: https://github.com/docker/docker/issues/15187 

> code PR: https://github.com/docker/docker/pull/12648 

◉ “Phase 2”--providing full maps and allowing per-container 
maps--is still under discussion

ContainerCon 2015

23

“Phase 1” Usage Overview

ContainerCon 2015

# docker daemon --root=2000:2000 ...
drwxr-xr-x root:root  /var/lib/docker
drwx------ 2000:2000  /var/lib/docker/2000.2000

$ docker run -ti --name fred --rm busybox /bin/sh
/ # id
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=10(wheel)

$ docker inspect -f ‘{{ .State.Pid }}’ fred
8851
$ ps -u 2000
  PID TTY          TIME CMD
 8851 pts/7    00:00:00 sh

Start the daemon with a remapped root 
setting (in this case uid/gid = 2000/2000)

Start a container and verify that inside the 
container the uid/gid map to root (0/0)

You can verify that the container process 
(PID) is actually running as user 2000

24Link: https://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/User Namespaces - ContainerCon 2015 - 16-9-final_0.pdf
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Image Security



Beware! {"user": "docker123321", "name": "tomcat", "namespace":
"docker123321", "repository_type": "image", "status": 1,
"description": "", "is_private": false, "is_automated": false,
"can_edit": false, "star_count": 0, "pull_count": 281646,
"last_updated": "2017-07-25T04:56:46.241594Z", "build_on_cloud":
null, "has_starred": false, "full_description": null,
"affiliation": null, "permissions": {"read": true, "write":
false, "admin": false}}
https://hub.docker.com/v2/repositories/docker123321/tomcat/ 03.10.17
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Abstract—Cloud based infrastructures have typically lever-
aged virtualization. However, the need for always shorter
development cycles, continuous delivery and cost savings in
infrastructures, led to the rise of containers. Indeed, containers
provide faster deployment than virtual machines and near-native
performance. In this work, we study the security implications of
the use of containers in typical use-cases, through a vulnerability-
oriented analysis of the Docker ecosystem. Indeed, among all
container solutions, Docker is currently leading the market. More
than a container solution, it is a complete packaging and software
delivery tool. In particular, we provide several contributions
to the analysis of the containers security ecosystem: using a
top-down approach, we point out vulnerabilities —present by
design or driven by some realistic use-cases— in the different
components of the Docker environment. Moreover, we detail real
world scenarios where these vulnerabilities could be exploited,
propose possible fixes, and, finally discuss the adoption of Docker
by PaaS providers.

KEYWORDS

Security, Containers, Docker, Virtual Machines, DevOps,
Orchestration.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtualization-rooted cloud computing is a mature market.
There are both commercial and Open Source driven solutions.
For the former ones, one may mention Amazon’s Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) [1], Google Compute Engine [2] [3],
VMware’s vCloud Air, Microsoft’s Azure, while for the latter
ones examples include OpenStack combined with virtualiza-
tion technologies such as KVM or Xen.

Recent developments have set the focus on two main
directions. First, the acceleration of the development cycle
(agile methods and devops) and the increase in complexity of
the application stack (mostly web services and their frame-
works) trigger the need for a fast, easy-to-use way of pushing
code into production. Further, market pressure leads to the
densification of applications on servers. This means running
more applications per physical machine, which can only be
achieved by reducing the infrastructure overhead.

In this context, new lightweight approaches such as con-
tainers or unikernels [4] become increasingly popular, being
more flexible and more resource-efficient. Containers achieve
their goal of efficiency by reducing the software overhead
imposed by virtual machines (VM) [5] [6] [7], thanks to a
tighter integration of guest applications into the host operating
system (OS). However, this tighter integration also increases
the attack surface, raising security concerns.

The existing work on container security [8] [9] [10] [11]
focuses mainly on the relationship between the host and
the container. This is absolutely necessary because, while
virtualization exposes well-defined resources to the guest
system (virtual hardware resources), containers expose (with
restrictions) the host’s resources (e.g. IPC / filesystem) to the
applications. However, the latter feature represents a threat for
confidentiality and availability of applications running on the
same host.

Containers are now part of a complex ecosystem - from
container to various repositories and orchestrators - with a
high level of automation. In particular, container solutions
embed automated deployment chains [12] meant to speed
up code deployment processes. These deployment chains are
often composed of third parties elements, running on different
platforms from different providers, raising concerns about
code integrity. This can introduce multiple vulnerabilities that
an adversary can exploit to penetrate the system. To the best
of our knowledge, while deployment chains are fundamental
for the adoption of containers, the security of their ecosystem
has not been fully investigated yet.

The vulnerabilities we consider are classified, relatively
to a hosting production system, from the most remote ones
to the most local ones, using Docker as a case study. We
actually focus on Docker’s ecosystem for three reasons. First,
Docker successfully became the reference on the market of
container and associated DevOps ecosystem. In particular,
92% of surveyed people by ClusterHQ and DevOps.com [13]
are using or planning to use Docker in a container solution.
Second, security is the first barrier to container adoption
in production environment [13]. Finally, Docker is already
running in some environments which enable experiments and
exploring the practicality of some attacks.

In this paper, we provide several contributions. First,
we make a thorough list of security issues related to the
Docker ecosystem, and run some experiments on both local
(host-related) and remote (deployment-related) aspects of this
ecosystem. Second, we show that the design of this ecosystem
triggers behaviours (captured in three use-cases) that lower
security when compared to the adoption of a VM based
solution, such as automated deployment of untrusted code.
This is the consequence of both the close integration of
containers into the host system and of the incentive to scatter
the deployment pipeline at multiple cloud providers. Finally,
we argument on the fact that these use-cases trigger and

Attacking a Big Data 
Developer
Dr. Olaf Flebbe 
of ät oflebbe.de 

ApacheCon Bigdata Europe  
16.Nov.2016 Seville

Source: Combe et al.,  Containers - Vulnerability Analysis. +  
http://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/AttackingBigDataDeveloper_0.pdf
https://user-images.githubusercontent.com/2349496/29097415-f6619acc-7c99-11e7-84af-fba4cd100fa0.jpg
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rootless containers



Source: https://github.com/opencontainers/runc
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HPC Container Runtimes
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https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/presentation/hpc-containers-singularity-introductory.pdf
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https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/presentation/hpc-containers-singularity-advanced.pdf
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https://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/presentation/hpc-containers-singularity-advanced.pdf
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